Now Features Fast Reliable Epson SDM-310 Receipt/Journal Printer

- Fast 4.5 Lines per Second Print Speed
- 10 Clerks
- 3 Tax Tables
- 300 Preset or Open Price PLUs
- 8/16 Programmable Departments
- Single Station Dot Matrix Printer Accepts 1 or 2-Ply Paper
- 10 Character Department and PLU Descriptors
- 26 Character, 5 Line Programmable Receipt Message
- Programmable Management Controls
- PLU, Department, Hourly Sales, and Period-to-Date Reports

From the makers of Samsung™ electronic cash registers...
A low cost ECR with full size ECR features. You will appreciate the convenience of price look ups. PLUs track fast moving items with the assurance of accurate pricing. Accounting is a breeze with daily and period-to-date reports while hourly reporting helps you plan for busy or slow times.

Printer
The SDM-310 dot-matrix printer is programmable to select receipt or journal printing. Prints at a rate of 4.5 lines per second and accepts 58mm (2¼") paper. Use 2-ply paper to generate both receipt and journal.

Department Keys
The SAM4s ER-350II features 8 or 16 departments with 10 character alpha descriptors. + or – preset departments are available to price and count fast moving items. Departments may be designated ‘single item’ departments for fast registration of single item sales.

300 PLUs
Use the ER-350II’s price look ups (PLUs) to automatically price and track sales for up to 300 fast moving items.

Automatic Tax Calculation
The ER-350II features up to three tax tables and can be automatically added to each sale. Tax status can be shifted as items are entered, or at the completion of the sale. Department and PLUs can be programmed with a tax rate of tax 1, tax 2, or tax 3 or any combination of taxes.

Real Time Clock – Hourly Sales Reporting
The ER-350II’s real time clock automatically prints the time, changes the date and generates a sales report by hour report detailing the net sales and customer count for each hour of the day.

Financial and Cash In Drawer Reports
The SAM4s ER-350II gives you an easy-to-read and understand review of your business with a complete analysis of your department sales, function totals and actual drawer totals.

Period-To-Date Reports
The ER-350II’s period-to-date financial report provides a summary of daily reports for weekly, monthly or yearly analysis.

Additional Features
- Coupon and Discount % Keys
- Void Keylock Position
- Heavy Duty Cash Drawer With a 5 Bill, 5 Coin Compartments
- Check Cashing
- Cancel Key

CUSTOMER RECEIPT
The SAM4s ER-350II features a 5 line – 26 characters per line – programmable receipt message. If 2-ply carbonless paper is used, the printer generates both a receipt and a sales journal.

Receipt shown actual size.

SPECIFICATIONS

| Display – Front: | Blue Fluorescent Display, 10 Digits |
| Rear: | Pop-Up Turret Display, 10 Digits |
| Printer: | Epson SDM-310 |
| Printer Speed: | 4.5 Lines Per Second |
| Paper Roll: | 2-1/4" (58mm) 1 or 2 Ply Paper |
| Inking Supply: | ERC-39 Ribbon Cartridge |
| Dimensions – ECR: | 12⅛"W x 15½"D x 6¾"H (318mmW x 394mmD x 172mmH) |
| Drawer: | 12⅛"W x 16⅛"D x 3/4"H (324mmW x 419mmD x 91mmH) |
| Weight: | 17.65 lbs. (8 kg) Approx. |
| Power Requirements: | 117V AC ± 10%, 50/60 Hz |
| Power Consumption: | 25 Watts |
| Operation Temp.: | 32°F–104°F (0°–40°C) |
| Humidity Range: | 10% to 90% RH |
| Memory Protection: | Full Charge For 24 Hours Will Protect Memory For Approx. 90 Days |

All product features are subject to change without notice.